
THE GIFT OF SAINTS

Revelation 7:9-17*; Psalm 34:1-10, 22; 1 John 3:1-3; Matthew 5:1-12

Once again we have listened to a reading from literature that’s almost two thousand years old. How

many times, during the course of your week, do you do something like that? For most of us not often.

Church is that peculiar body of people who dare to remain in conversation . . . with the dead.

Most Sundays our church and my time of sharing the word with you concerns itself with matters

related to living out the Christian faith, but this is one Sunday of the church’s year, when the church gathers

and gives thanks to God for past people, for dead people.

It’s All Saints. A major activity for us today is remembrance. Dismiss the church’s remembrance as

“just living in the past” if you want, but memory, remembering, is a major activity of our Christian faith. Our

memories of the lives and witness of past saints—all the saints—are the means whereby the church not

only gives thanks to God for those who walked the path of faith before us but also a means whereby our

present living of the faith is critiqued, judged, and prodded onward.

When John is given, in today’s passage from the Revelation to John, a vision of the eschaton (the

end of time), a glimpse into heaven, what he sees is a huge, multi-cultural multitude, dressed in white,

parading with palm branches, singing: marching in a procession around the throne of the Lamb.

John asks, “Who are all these people?” He hears, “These are the ones who have passed through

the ordeal but who have kept the faith, who kept worshipping and serving God in spite of any pain and

difficulty they went through. Now they sing and shout in triumph.”

Surely the vision is meant not only to be a peek into our future with God, but to be also a memory of

the past, a time when many paid for their faith in blood, yet most important (for us) is that it is an

encouragement for the present. Remembering the trials and tribulations undergone by saints from the past,

we are given strength for the present.

I heard a story of a church that was going through some tough times. Finances were a problem.
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They didn’t know if they would survive as a church even one more month. The future looked bleak.

Then the church historian came across a set of letters from 1928. One letter was from a widow who

wrote to the minister of the church: “I’ve gotten too old to manage my chickens. So, I sold the whole flock to

a man down the road. He gave me top dollar for those thirty birds. Now, I want to give back some to God

who has given so much to me. Here’s my check for thirty-five dollars.”

The minister wrote back that very day: “My dear lady. I began this morning in despair, thinking that

our congregation was at death’s door. In prayer, I prayed to God to show us the way through, to give us a

sign that we were going to make it. Looking at your check, I see that sign. You and your chickens are an

answer to prayer.”

The board listened to the historian read from the two letters and knew they could go on.

In the early history of this congregation at the point when the focus of the city moved from Nutana to

Riversdale and new cathedral churches were being built on the other side of the river. The board of church

gathered together with attendance dropping and dwindling finances and  wondering how they could

compete with the draw of those huge new buildings and whether or not the congregation here could even

go on. Maybe they should just give up and close the church. But they decided to hang on in faith that God

wanted them here and so we still have a presence here today while some of those earlier “competitors”

have left us. 

I think Revelation is a similar kind of letter to us this morning. This strange, ancient, mysterious

vision is not only meant to tell us about God’s future; it’s meant to give us hope and consolation in our

present, not quite two thousand years after its composition. It is meant to encourage us that even in the

midst of a pandemic God still has plans for us as a church.

Look upon that vast multitude dancing around the throne in John’s letter and take heart. There’s

nothing we go through today in our work as Christians and our attempts together to be church in our day

that all the saints have not been through in the past.

The church’s memory and our remembrance of all the saints are a major part of our witness to the
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world. If Christianity is true, saints are our best argument and evidence. Saints are those who demonstrate

in their lives that gospel living is not an impossible ideal. The saints are those who are engaged in martyria,

“witness.” That’s where the word “martyr” comes from. The lives of all saints are characterized by martyria,

not just those who are killed for their witness. Their deaths are not the substance of their witness. Rather, it

is the saint’s life even unto death that is the saints’ public testimony and argument.

Truth is, if the church can’t point to some people, in every age, who embody and practice the faith in

visible ways, then we really have nothing to say. Many of us are participating here this morning (perhaps,

all of us) because some person whom you admired (probably an older person) lived the faith in such a way

that you said, “I’d like to live that way myself.”

Remember what we owe to the saints, all of them.

Through our communion with the saints (which the teacher Jaroslav Pelikan called “the living faith

of the dead”[1]), they continue to teach us. They help us to be more faithful interpreters of scripture and

better speakers of the Gospel. Because of their gifts, we don’t have to make up the faith on our own. We

don’t have to struggle to find the words to say to God. We are given a wider array of options for living the

Christian life than we would have if we were left to our own devices.

Remembrance of the saints can be a challenge in our modern, North American culture. Our culture

lives in the light of an unofficial but widely sanctioned story of the modern world: in the past, human beings

were restricted, unfree, but we managed to free ourselves gradually from the past, break free from our

parents and great-grandparents, unbind ourselves from restrictive tradition and live our lives freely, right

here and now, live as we choose, as we please.

And yet sometimes we discover in church that sometimes our forgotten past is the wisdom we need

to recover if we are to break free from the tyranny of the contemporary, from the control of what’s happing

now.

As theologian Robert Webber used to tell new clergy who were concerned about the present state

of the church, “The road to the future leads through the past.”[2] The saints can point the way.
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Will Willimon writes: “An African American friend of mine—when I asked him about the greatest

difference between the predominantly African American congregations and predominantly white

congregations he had pastored—said, “The white Christians that I have served do a poor job of honoring

the elders who have gone before us.”

“Why don’t we remember the saints?” I asked him. “I wonder if it’s because if you remembered—if

you were really truthful about the sin and the struggle, the pain and perseverance—you might have to

change your present-day practices of the faith.”

In our contemporary world each person is obliged to be faithful only to him or herself. It is a world,

as the theologian Michael Pasquarello has said, a world that is “without plans or purpose, structures

without order, information without knowledge, speed without movement and connections without relations.

It is a world with a past but no memory of faithfulness; with a future but no patience or hope; and a present

but no dispossession or charity. This world will tolerate anything except that which will not tolerate it: that

which tells of a world differently founded.”[3]

We prize individual choice as that which most shapes our lives; we believe it is individual

consumption that leads to meaningful lives.[4]The wisdom of the Christian tradition is quickly forgotten in

the zeal for producing a faith that is immediately “relevant.” To tell the truth, we believe that the purpose of

church too is to be “relevant” to the contemporary world because the story of having to stay up-to-date is

what the contemporary world has told us is true.

But, giving the privilege to our modern world as being the most important world and by judging all

things by, “Will this work to my advantage here and now?” is not escaping bondage to the past; it’s

disposing of most of the past so that we can bind ourselves to only the very most recent past. Our North

American “anti-tradition” fetishizes the new, asking questions like, “Who are you to tell me what’s right?

(remind you of the mask debate?) Don’t I have a right to do what I personally think is okay? If it’s new and

appeals personally to me, isn’t that good enough? Who are the saints of the past to judge me?”

Instead, the wisdom the church offers is that the Christian life cannot be limited simply to a
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conversation with the living. Most of the sharpest challenges and threats to faithful interpretation and

speaking in the Gospel today aren’t new: in other guises, they challenged many of the saints throughout

the church’s history—and sometimes our weak contemporary discipleship is critiqued by the stories of the

saints of the past.

See the saints (in this morning’s first lesson from the Revelation) parading around the throne of the

lamb, waving their palm branches in triumph? They’ve passed through great tribulations but remained

faithful to the God who was faithful to them. See the saints, all of them? We’re here this morning, telling

this story, listening to this scripture, how to sing these ancient hymns so that one day we may join the

saints in singing this song forever.

As that beloved old spiritual puts it, “Lord, I want to be in the number, when the saints go marching

in.”

This Sunday let’s do something radical and counter-cultural. Let’s remember the saints. Let’s give

thanks to God for the gifts we received from the saints. And then let’s dare to learn by the examples set by

the saints.

All of them. Thanks be to God. Amen.
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